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Geared towards the intrepid long-term traveler, this book teaches cultural immersion into
Balinese customs. Learn how to dress when visiting a Balinese temple, how to order street food
and where the best beaches and spas are located.
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the email address daogfilms@gmail.comIntroductionI am thrilled you’ve included Indonesia in
your travel plans. If you are spending a month or more in the region this book will help you get
through the cultural nuances and the day- to- day interactions with locals.Bali is a far flung
gateway to exotic and spellbinding wonders. Indonesia has over 17,000 islands spread between
Asia and mainland China. Brimming with 246 million people whose ethnic, cultural, linguistic and
lifestyles are a major attraction. Bali is the only island that is Hindu and that is a draw for many
visitors. The island’s terrain is diverse and is largely volcanic. See cloud kissing mountains and
rice terraces expertly etched along their sides. Rainforests blanket the land while serving as a
back drop to blindingly bright beaches and azure blue seas. All of this provides resources for
adventurous souls seeking trekking, diving, surfing or lazy beach days or lounging poolside at a
five star hotel. If visiting for a few weeks or more, leave yourself a lot of leeway between trips just
in case something goes wrong. If Bali is on your itinerary, then be prepared to be mesmerized



and quite possibly stay longer than anticipated. The places that are the hardest to get to are
often well worth the three boats and a donkey ride uphill. Some of the best experiences happen
when you least expect it. A day’s buffer between transport in an off the grid location could lead
to an invite to an exorcism or examine a collection of ancestral bones over cigarettes and
coffee. If you are planning long- term travel to Bali, then be prepared for culture shock, a chaotic
collection of people and the Indonesian ‘biasa’ attitude, which means ‘let it be.’ “Biasa” is equal
parts freeing as it is frustrating. This guide will help you ease into the culture and is a pre-cursor
to the myriad of situations that you will find yourself in. Pack your patience and your sense of
humor because some days, only laughter and a pleasant countenance will do.Who is this book
for?This book is for travelers who plan on being in Bali for a month or more. Long- term travel
means getting out of the hotel and into your own space like renting a house for a few months and
living with Balinese neighbors. Long-term travel means shopping in the pasars (markets) and
bargaining for a better price on a head of lettuce. It means having a beer and a plate of fried
noodles at the street side warungs you watch people go about their business. Long -term travel
is immersion. How far you want to go is entirely up to you. About the AuthorI didn’t choose Bali,
Bali chose me. I vacationed here three years ago and when I returned to New York, Bali never
left me. I thought about it every day. One year after moving here, I am still in awe of Bali’s energy.
Bali is a mood, a frame of mind, rather than a destination. Balinese culture plays out in every
aspect of life from delicately decorated flower petal offerings, to shutting down roads for a
colorful religious temple procession to the trance like music and traditional dances. The
Balinese’s ancient cultural practices are not interrupted by the massive land development and
push towards modernization, offerings are made multiple times a day and hundred year old
temples sit beside shiny, new architectural marvelsAs a black woman, I am a bit of a novelty
here. I wish there was a book that prepared me for living in Bali long term. I get stared at a lot
and once on a bus an old lady rubbed my skin then looked at her finger as if she was expecting
my color came off. A cab driver held his hand out to shake mine then sniffed the back of my
hand. Indonesian curiosity knows no bounds so I get asked many personal questions on a daily
basis. I get asked to pose for photos often too. Here I have compiled my stories of breaking
social mores and committing faux pas in an environment that I knew nothing about before
moving here. Let my stories be your guide.@LadyDiWanders Bali: When to GoBali lies between
latitude 08 45S and longitude 115 10E, which places it in the topics. Average year-round
temperatures are a balmy 26°C to 29°C (80°F -- 85°F) varying only with altitude. The average
temperatures in the central mountains are 18°C to 24°C (64°F -- 75°F). Days are generally 12
hours long all year-round. Rainy season is hot and sticky and lasts from October to March.
During this time, downpours last for days, flooding rivers, roads and obscure all visibility. The
wet season brings daily rain, the worst falling between December and February. From June to
August, the temperature drops a bit and there is a refreshing cool breeze. Humidity is high
during the rainy season and better in the dry season.Dry season is cooler and more pleasant.
April to October is the best time to visit. With Christmas and New Year in the not too distant



future, this is also high season and hotels and villas will charge a higher rate. For up-to-date
information on weather in Bali go to www.accuweather.com.
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Sheila Kay, “Excellent book if you want to be more than a Tourist in Bali!. I loved this book! I am a
permanent world traveler & when I visit a place, I go there to stay longer term & to experience life
like a local. It can be very tiring and challenging to uncover the insider "local ways" in a
destination. This book does an excellent job of providing me this intel about Bali!I plan on
visiting Bali in 2015 and staying for a few months. This book is much more useful than a typical
tourist guide! Also, I love the pictures of real life Indonesian living.Excellent short read packed
with info!”

Ms. E, “Good information. Book arrived as requested. It has some good information, but not as
much as I would have liked.”

Keely, “helpful travel tips for the first time Bali visitor. Great tips about culture and daily life. Also
has great suggestions for specific beaches, restaurants etc. Can't wait for my trip to Bali!”

The book by Diana o'gilvie has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 3 people have provided feedback.
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